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The question here presented is far from novel.

In short, this Court is asked to decide whether in

Alaska, under the provisions of Chap. 3, pp. 232-240,

Carter's Ann. Codes, and particularly under Section

397, a partition suit will lie at the hands of a co-tenant

whose legal title to the property is denied, and as

against a co-tenant who is in actual possession of the

property holding adversely to the plaintiff.

We have but a slight quarrel with Appellant's state-

ment of the case, and it is this

:

In their brief (p. i), counsel state that the complaint

alleges : "That plaintiff and defendants hold and are in

possession of said property as tenants in common." The



actual wording of the complaint is (Tr., p. i) : 'That

the plaintiff and defendants own and possess, as tenants

in common, the following described placer mining

claim." Though the distinction may be slight, we do

not think (in the light of other allegations in the com-

plaint, those in the answer, the admissions of counsel

on the trial and the Decision of the Court on the point),

that it is a distinction without a difference.

The complaint further alleges (Tr., p. 2) :

'* That in order to preserve the interests of said own-

" ers in said claim it is necessary to represent said

'' claim and perform assessment work thereon, each

" year, of the value of at least one hundred dollars ; that

" the defendants by threats of violence have prevented

" the plaintiff from representing said claim or doing

" said assessment work thereon for the year 1903, and

" threaten to continue to so prevent the plaintiff and to

^' refuse him the beneficial use of said premises; that

" the defendant Walter Schmidt has, during the two

" years last past, mined and extracted a large amount
" of gold-dust from said claim, of the value, as plaintiff

''
is informed and believes, of more than ten thousand

" dollars, and refuses and neglects to account to the

" plaintiff for his share of said gold-dust or any part

"thereof; that defendant Schmidt still continues to

" mine and extract gold from said premises, and unless

" restrained and enjoined from so doing by this Court,

"will continue so to do; that unless the defendants be

" enjoined and restrained from mining and extracting

" gold from said premises pending this action the plain-



'^ tiff will suffer great and irreparable injury in his said

" property and estate, these proceedings be greatly em-
'' barrassed, and complications in the adjustment of the

" respective interests of said parties arise."

The answer denies generally the allegations of the

complaint, including plaintiff's title.

Again (Tr., p. lo) :

" That by reason of the premises, the said Forderer

" long before the institution of his said action, ceased

" to have any interest as owner or otherwise in the

" aforesaid placer mining claim, and the interest which
'^ said Forderer had had in said claim became the prop-

" erty of said defendant Walter Schmidt."

Further, counsel in their opening statement (Brief,

p. 2) admit our possession, as follows: "It being ad-

mitted in open Court that defendants were in possession

of the premises." To this we assent, with the addition

that it was admitted, in open Court, not only that we

were in possession but that our possession was adverse.

The record on this point is as follows (Tr., pp. 22-23) •

" Albert Fink.—Come now the defendants in the

'' above entitled suit by their attorneys, and move the

" Court to dismiss the above entitled action because it

" appears from the record that said suit has been pre-

'^ maturely instituted, in that

—

" I. Plaintiffs have not as yet established their title

" by an action at law.

" 2d. The title of plaintiff is denied.



" 2d. That plaintiff has not nor did he have at the

" institution of the above entitled suit, possession of

" the premises sought to be partitioned.

" The plaintiff objected to said motion on the ground

" that the Court had no power to non-suit the plaintiff

" in said action because none of the conditions for a

" non-suit had arisen, because the Court did have juris-

" diction of said action, and power to hear, try and de-

" termine all the issues in said action.

" The Court, after argument of counsel, sustained

" said motion of defendants and overruled the objec-

'* tions of plaintiff.

" To which rulings of the Court the plaintiff duly ex-

" cepted, which exceptions were allowed.

" Mr. Fink (to Mr. Lomen).—You will admit that

•^ the defendants are in the actual adverse possession

" of the premises?

" LOMEN.—No, I will admit that they are in the

" actual possession, but without right, except as tenants

" in common of plaintiff, and that they refuse to permit

" the plairttiif to go on said premises/^

This admission of Mr. Lomen, coupled with the alle-

gations in the pleadings, the affidavits, before the Court

on motion for a preliminary injunction, amply justified

the Court in deciding the question of adverse possession,

as follows (Tr., p. i8) :



u Judgment of Dismissal.

'* This matter coming on to be heard on the 7th day

''of November, A. D. 1904, upon motion of defend-

'' ants to dismiss the above entitled suit; plaintiff being

" represented by G. T. Lomen, and defendants being

" represented by Albert Fink; and it appearing from

" the complaint, answer and affidavits on file in the

" above entitled suit and the oral admissions of Mr.
" G. J. Lomen, the attorney for the plaintiff, that the

*' defendant is in the actual possession of the premises

*^ described in the complaint, denying the title of the

*^ plaintiff thereto or any part thereof; and refusing to

^^ permit the plaintiff to come thereon.

" Now, therefore, it is ordered, adjudged and de-

" creed, that the above entitled suit may be and the

" same is hereby dismissed, without prejudice however

" to the plaintiff to institute his action at law to deter-

" mine his title to the premises described in the com-

" plaint, or any part thereof.

" Dated at Nome, Alaska, November 8, 1904.

'' Alfred S. Moore,
" United States District Judge."

The record therefore, establishes, we believe, beyond

cavil, that the question now before the Court is: "Can

a disseized co-tenant have partition under the Alaska

Code as against his co-tenant who has made the ouster,'

and is in actual adverse possession of the premises

under a claim of title to the whole premises, denying

the legal, as well as equitable, title of the complainant?"



We believe we shall be able to show that, though the

decisions of the Courts are not wholly unanimous, that

the great weight of authority is against the maintenance

of the action. In a leading case,

Moore vs. Shannon, 6 Mackey, 1
1;7,

the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, at page

165, adopt the oft-quoted language of Judge Freeman:

" It is a general theory prevailing in England and

'^ also throughout the majority of the United States that

" no person has the right to demand any Court to en-

'* force a compulsory partition, unless he has an estate

" in possession—one, by virtue of which he is entitled

" to enjoy the present rents or possession of the property

" as one of the co-tenants thereof. And so are all the

** authorities."

After commenting on the various District of Colum-

bia statutes, particularly those which the Court calls

" the Act of 1876", they say, in conclusion:

" Construing the statute according to the obligatory

'' rules of construction, we have arrived at the opinion

^' that although a tenant in common or co-parcener

" within this district may compel partition, whether his

" title be legal or equitable, it is still, notwithstanding

" the act of 1876, indispensable to his right to institute

" such proceedings that he shall be actually seized or

" in possession of whatever estate he may claim to be

*^ entitled to."



Our Alaska statute is taken verbatim from the Ore-

gon Code,

/ HilVs An. Code of Oregon, Sec. 423.

In construing this particular section, in the carefully

considered case of

Savage vs. Savage, 19 Or. 112; S. C. 20 Am. S.

Rep. 795,

the Court say:

" The right to the partition of lands is regulated by
" statute in this State, and consequently an examination

" of the sources of jurisdiction and whether it was orig-

*' inally at law or in equity or was exercised concurrent-

" ly by both jurisdictions would be unprofitable. Section

"423, Hill's Code, provides: * * * The right is only

" given to one having actual or constructive possession

" of the lands sought to be partitioned. The authori-

'' ties generally sustain this view. {Bonner vs. The
*' Proprietors of Kennebeck, 7 Mass. 475; Rickard vs,

'' Rickard, 13 Pick. 251; O'Dougherty vs. Aldrich, 5

^' Denio. 385; Burham vs. Burham, 2 Barb. Ch. 398;

*' Whitten vs. Whitten, 36 N. L. C. 326; Stevens vs.

'' Enders, 13 N. J. 271 ; Tabler vs. Wiseman, 2 Ohio St.

''Rep. 207; J Pomeroy's Eq. Juris., Sec. 1388, note

I.)"

Again, in the case of

Windsor vs. Simpkins, 19 Or. 117,

I quote from the syllabus

:

" A plaintiff cannot bring a suit for a partition of

" land unless he be in the possession thereof. Such suit
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'' will not lie against one fn the actual possession who
''

is holding adversely to the plaintiff. In such a case

'^ the plaintiff must regain possession, if necessary, be-

'* fore he can maintain a suit for partition."

Approved in

Marx vs. La Roche, 27 Or. 45,

where the words ''are in possession of" in the Oregon

Code, are given their natural and full effect, and it is

held that "it is necessary therefore that the plaintiffs

show both a legal estate in and possession of the prem-

ises sought to be partitioned".

We think the Supreme Court of Oregon's interpreta-

tion of this identical statute is entitled to much weight,

particularly in view of the effect Oregon law had on

Alaska procedure prior to the present codes; and in-

ferentially only, for there is little parallel, ''where the

equity jurisdiction of the Federal Court is derived

from a State statute, the construction put upon the stat-

ute by the Supreme Court is binding upon the Federal

Court." {Beebee vs. Louisville etc. Co., 39 Fed. 481.)

The Federal Court there hold binding upon them-

selves the rule laid down in the State Court, in Nugent

vs. Powell, 63 Miss. 99, and this, where the code pro-

vision was far more sweeping, viz.

:

Section 2576, Miss. Code of 1880:

" If the title of the complainant seeking partition,

" or sale of land for a division of its proceeds, shall be



controverted, it shall not be necessary for the Court to

dismiss the bill or delay the suit for an action at law

to try the title, but the question of title shall be tried

and determined in said suit by the Chancery Court,

which shall have power to determine all questions of

title or to remove clouds upon the title of any lands

whereof partition is sought. * * *"

The State Court had held that this code provision,

despite its sweeping character, did not ^'authorize a

tenant in common with another to exhibit a bill against

his co-tenant, and as an incident thereto, to join all

parties claiming adversely to both." See also,

Spight vs. Waldron, 51 Miss. 356,

where it is held: "That a mere right of entry will not

sustain a proceeding for partition."

Another well-considered case is

Rich vs. Bray, 37 Fed. 273,

where a similar doctrine is maintained. I quote in full

page 277, as follows:

" There is no question of the jurisdiction of a court

of equity to make partition of lands, in which action

all the equities between the co-parceners may be con-

sidered and adjusted. But I understand the rule to

be likewise inflexible that, in a partition suit, either

at law or in equity, the title to the land cannot be liti-

gated. Where there is an adverse holding under

claim of exclusive right, amounting to an ouster

among tenants in common, it destroys the unity of pos-
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" session, and takes away the right of partition. Resort

" must first be had to the action of ejectment at law.

^^ If one co-parcener disseise another, during this dis-

" 'seisin a writ of partition doth not lie between them

"'for non-tenant insimul et pro indiviso/ {Co. Litt,,

" 167 a; Com. Dig. 225; 16 Vin. Ahr. 225.) So it is said

" in Adam vs. Iron Co., 24 Conn. 230:

'' The rule at common law is well establirhed that

" where the writ of partition would lie only between

"co-parceners, the plaintifif must be in possession, or

"seised of the land when the writ was brought; and

" since the remedy by partition has been extended to

" joint tenants and tenants in common, the same rule

" obtains, whether the remedy is sought by writ or bill

" in equity.

" And this rule has been applied to an adverse hold-

" ing by one tenant in common adversely to his co-

" tenant. {Law vs. Patterson, i Watts & S. 185 ; Clapp

'^
vs. Bromagham, 9 Cow. 560; Lambert vs. Blumen-

*' thai, 26 Mo. 471 ; Ellis vs. Davis, 109 U. S. 493 ; 3 Sup.

" Ct. Rep. 327.) What will amount to such ouster by

" one tenant in common of his co-tenants has been a

" much debated question by the courts. It requires

" stronger evidence, or, rather, more affirmative acts,

" to constitute an ouster by one such tenant of his co-

" tenants than against a stranger. As the possession and

" seisin of one tenant in common is the possession and

" seisin of the others, his possession is prima facie not

" adverse to his co-tenants. Judge Story, in Clyme/s
*^ Lessee vs. Dawkins, 3 How. 689, says:
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" ^This presumption will prevail in favor of all,

" ^until some notorious act of ouster or adverse posses-

'' 'sion by the party so entering into posse'^sion is brought

'* 'home to the knowledge or notice of the others. Such

*'
'a notorious ouster or adverse possession may be by any

" 'overt act in pais, of which the other tenants have due

" 'notice, or by the assertion, in any proceeding at law,

" 'of a several and distinct claim or title to an entirety

" 'of the whole land, which, in contemplation of law,

" 'is known to the other tenants.'

" This question was fully considered, and with char-

" acteristic ability, by Judge Napton, in Warfield vs,

'" Lindell, 30 Mo 272, from which we make the foUow-

" ing quotation, as expressive of what w^e conceive to be

" a conservative and correct view:

" To constitute an adverse possession of one tenant in

" common against his co-tenants, there must be some

" notorious act asserting an entire ownership. * * *"

Again, in the case of

Brown vs. Cranberry Iron & Coal Co., 40 Fed.

849 (North Carolina, a code State),

where the defendant in a partition suit denied the com-

plainant's title, it was held proper to stay the proceed-

ings so that the plaintiff might first establish his title

by an action of ejectment. The Court there say:

" Questions pertaining to a legal title and the nature

" of possession are matters of law and should be de-

*' cided by a judge and jury in a legal tribunal. This
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" was the method of practice which prevailed in the

" Courts of equity in this State before the abolition of

" such Courts by our new constitution and the adoption

" of a new code which required all legal or equitable

*' remedy and relief to be sought by civil action or spe-

** cial proceeding." * * * ''In allowing plaintiffs time

*^ and opportunity for bringing an action on the law

''side of this Court to establish their legal title and

" unity of possession, no injustice or hardships will re-

" suit to the defendant company or its legal title. Its

'' sole seizin and long adverse possession * * * can be

" employed in defense of such action at law."

Also, in the recent case of

Bearden vs. Benner, 120 Fed. 690,

'' The power will never be exercised where the title

''
is denied or suspicious until the party seeking a parti-

" tion has had an opportunity to try his title at law."

In citing 4 Kent's Conn., 364, to the same effect, the

Court say: ''It is settled upon what seems conclusive

" authority that a disseizin or adverse possession de-

" stroys the common possession and bars a suit for par-

" tition so long as the ouster continues. {Clapp vs.

*^ Bromagham, 9 Cow. 530; Adams vs. Ames Iron Co.,

" 24 Conn. 230.) And many other cases might be

" added."

This case also touches upon the point as to the ade-

quacy of plaintiff's remedy at law. Citing Whitehead

vs. Shattuck, 138 U. S. 146, to the effect, a suit in Equity

for real property against a party in possession will not
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be sustained where there is a plain, adequate and com-

plete remedy at law. (See pp. 693-694.)

And particularly on this point, see Deery vs. Mc-

Clintock, 31 Wise. 195, infra, where the Code pro-

visions are substantially the same as ours.

It is held, in Thomas vs. Garban, 15 N. C. 223 ; S. C.

25 Am. Dec. 708, that "A common possession is always

'^ implied from a common title until the contrary be

" shown. But if an actual ouster be made by one tenant

" in common with his co-tenants, there is no longer a

" common possession, and the remedy is not by petition

" for partition but by ejectment to recover possession of

" the individual moiety.^'

To same general effect

:

Chapin vs. Sears, 18 Fed. 814.

Hoffman vs. Beard, 22 Mich. 66.

Brock vs. Eastmen, 28 Vt. 658; S. C. 67 Am.
Dec. 733;

Border vs. Davis, 38 Mo. 107.

Gravier vs. Ivory, 34 Mo. 522.

Beyers vs. Danley, 27 Ark. 77.

Adams vs. Ames Iron Co., 24 Conn. 230.

Bernard vs. Polk, 40 Mass. 434.

Bonham vs. Weymouth, 39 Minn. 92.

Cecil vs. Clark, 44 W. Va. 659.

Moore vs. Gordon, 44 Ark. 334.

Crisco vs. Hambrick, 47 Ark. 235.

Holloway vs. Hollaway, 97 Mo. 629.

!
Harmon vs. Kelly, 14 Ohio, 502.



Mattairvs. Payne, 15 Fla. 682.

Landon vs. Morris, 86 S. W. 672 (Ark. 1905).

Confer vs. Hershel,2o'NQY. 152 (1897).

" To permit the bill to be maintained would be to

*^ hold that purely legal titles may be tried by writ in

" chancery instead of by an action of ejectment, in

" every case to recover lands adversely held." {Daniel

vs. Green, 44 III. 473.)

In the foot-notes to 2 Bliss N. Y. Ann. Code, Sec.

1532, at page 2471, Note T, under the heading ^'NeceS-

siTY OF Actual or Constructive Possession", it is

laid down : "Plaintiff must at the commencement of the

action have an actual or constructive possession in com-

mon with the defendants of the lands sought to be par-

titioned."

Florence vs. Hopkins, 46 N. Y. 182.

Sullivan vs. Sullivan, 66 N. Y. 182.

To the same effect is Striker vs. Mott, 22 Am. Dec.

646, which is cited with approval in Fan Schuyver vs.

Mufford, 59 N. Y. 430.

The New York Code, Section 1 543, under which title

is expressly permitted to be put in issue, is exceedingly

far-reaching, and was intended, as the commissioners

say (Notes, p. 2483), ''to change the rule as formerly

laid down."

The leading case in New York is

Weston vs. Stoddard, 137 N. Y. 119,

and we must admit its potency against our position on
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the general question. The Court hold that what is

meant by the words in possession of, etc., '4s not a strict

pedis possessto but a present right of possession"

—

i. e.

constructive possession. They recognize the rule at

common law and under the revised statutes as being well

settled, but hold that under their code provisions it is

different. It is to be noted, however, that there was in

that case a finding to the effect that plaintiff was in pos-

session, and the force of the decision is weakened by

the following language

:

" Full effect can be given to the finding that plaintiff

" was the owner and in possession with appellants as

'' tenants in common by limiting it to the constructive

*' possession which is deemed to follow the legal title,

'' and which if not refuted, was always regarded as

"sufficient to support the action. {Wainman vs.

''Hampton, no N. Y. 429.)"

The decision is further quite argumentative that

under their constitutional provisions securing inviolate

the right to a trial by jury, the rule would not have

been changed (to what they consider the more relaxed

and liberal view) , unless it were for their Code, Section

1544, ''which is entirely new and which provides that

an issue of fact joined .in an action of partition is tri-

able by a jury, and such a mode of trial thus becomes

demandable as a right and preserves unbroken the con-

stitutional guaranty."

.

In Alaska there is no such provision, and appel-
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lant's contention would absolutely deny us that right.

But of this hereafter.

It is worth noting that in the same year that Weston

vs. Stoddard was decided these same Code provisions

were considered in the case of Haskell vs. Quin, 21

N. Y. Supp. 357, and it was there held, "An action for

partition cannot be maintained by one having neither

the actual or constructive possession of the premises

against one holding them in hostility to his title, * * *

since an action for partition cannot he made the sub-\

stitute for an action of ejectment or of an action to^

establish the title of adverse claimants to real property.'*

(The italics are ours.)

''Reason for the Rule."

21 Enc. of L. (2nd Ed.), p. 1148:

" Partition contemplates not recovery of the posses-

'' sion of the premises which are held adversely to

" petitioner, but a division of the lands in the possession

" of petitioner. The right to have the estate divided

" pre-supposes an acknowledged right to the possession

" of the moiety claimed. A party out of possession

" cannot try his title in that form of action. Nor can a

" court of equity try such an issue, if purely legal, but

" it will relegate the party to his remedy at law."

Citing numerous authorities.

That a contrary view obtains in California,

Martin vs. Walker, 58 Cal. 590,

is true. The courts there may well have been influ-
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enced by the fact that under their decisions the remedy

in the nature of an ejectment at law would be most in-

complete, for in California, bare possession and no

right or title to the property is determinable in such an

action. {Garner vs. Marshall, 9 Cal. 268.)

The rule in the earlier cases is commented on in

Jameson vs. Hayward, 106 Cal. 682 (at p. 686),

as follows

:

'^ This Court has gone to great length in upholding

the right to a tenant in common to maintain the action

where he had a right to a present possession, although

not in actual possession. Martin vs. Walker, supra,

has been followed by other decisions, and is the settled

law of this State upon the question involved. It does

not, however, go to the extent of holding that any per-

son having an estate in land, but not holding as a co-

parcener, joint tenant or tenant in common, can main-

tain an action for partition. It has often been said by

the courts that the first inquiry in an action for parti-

tion is, 'Is such a co-tenancy established as warrants

'the action?' * * *

To trace the history of proceedings for partition

from an early period in the jurisprudence of England

to the present time, both at law and in equity, and to

note the growth and development of the action, would

consume much space, and be productive of but little

good. It is sufficient to say that while in this State

the action is statutory, still the powers conferred upon

the courts by the statute are substantially those for-
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" merly exercised by the chancery courts in pursuit of

*' the same object, and the methods employed by our

" code are, in the main, but a reflex of those pursued

" under the former equity practice. It is equitable prac-

" tice prescribed by law."

Furthermore, we believe the California rule is not

followed generally in the other Code States. (See fore-

going citations, especially Nugent vs. Powell, supra;

Savage vs. Savage, supra; Brown vs. Cranberry etc.

Co., supra; and, particularly,

Deery vs. McClintock, 31 Wise. 195.)

In Wisconsin the code provisions are substantially

like the ones under consideration. They have one form

of action, with distinctions between actions at law and

suits in equity (supposed to be) abolished. The Court

in that case hold, that "while the form of actions are

abolished, the section does not touch or effect their

inherent qualities and differences." They refuse equit-

able interference on the ground of an adequate remedy

at law, and the case is even stronger and more pertinent

by the fact that under their code, the partition provi-

sions give the right to jury trial in disputes hetsveen

co-tenants. Notwithstanding this, the Court hold:

" It is, however, clear that the provision has no

" application to the controverted question of legal title

" where ejectment may be maintained as between the

" plaintiff and defendant."

The case is further of interest as showing that there

was no waiver by answering over without first objecting
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to the jurisdiction of equity. On this point the Court

say:

'' The practice is to refuse partition even after the

'* case has gone to a hearing on the pleadings and proofs,

** and either to suspend proceedings in the action until

" the plaintiff has established his title at law or other-

" wise to dismiss the bill without prejudice to his right

'^ to file a new one after his title shall have been so

" established."

In concluding, they hold that in general the better

practice is to dismiss the bill without prejudice. This

case was approved in

Morgan vs. Muller, 107 Wis. 241,

a later case (1900) where a question of adverse posses-

sion was involved.

Also to the point that there was no waiver by answer-

ing over. (See Burnhams vs. Burnhams, 2 Bard. Ch.

398, and citations in the note to Nichols vs. Nichols,

reported in 67 Am. Dec. 699, where there is also an

exhaustive list of cases in support of the main proposi-

tion.) In that case it is laid down that,

" The right of immediate possession is necessarv to

*' the maintenance of this proceeding. It may not be

" necessary in all cases that a party have an actual occu-

" pation of the premises to entitle him to a partition,

" for where the possession is not adverse, a constructive

*' possession follows the legal title, but the petitioners

" must show a legal title to the land as tenants in com-
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" mon with the petitionees and the right of immediate

" possession at the time of presenting the petition so that

" the actual occupancy of the premises in severalty can

'' be had by the tenants immediately on partition being

" made. In 4 Kent's Com., 380, Note, it is said: 'It was

the ancient doctrine under the statute of Henry VIII,

that no persons could be made parties to a writ of

partition or be effected by it, but such as were entitled

to the present possession of their share in severalty'."

And then follow various citations showing the rule in

various States.

But this is all simply accumulative, and we are quite

aware that this Honorable Court is perfectly familiar

with the rule and with these citations, from their men-

tion in the late and elaborately considered case of

Hienze vs. Butte etc. Co., 126 Fed. i.

Counsel, in their brief, seem to pin their faith on the

Hienze case, and invoke (Brief, p. 8) the rule of stare

decisis. We do not see how either of the scholarly opin-

ions in that case can afford appellant much consolation.

His Honor, Judge Gilbert, with characteristic care,

has expressly saved, as without the scope of the decision,

a case where the lands are held adversely (see p. 3),

where he says: "In none of the pleadings so far filed

in the case was any defect or infirmity in the complain-

ant's title alleged, nor was it asserted that any of the

parties had adverse claims against the alleged title of

the complainant or adverse possession of the property

sought to be partitioned." (Italics are ours.)
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Again, on page 4:

'^ The motion was properly denied. No issue had
'' been raised as to the complainant's title or possession."

And then follow citations which amply sustain our

point. And we understand that the Court, in this re-

gard, in no way differ from the learned judge who

wrote the dissenting opinion, saying (at p. 24) :

" The right to a partition of real estate pre-supposes

" a common interest in the parties between whom it is

'^ sought to have a division made. And to the assertion

" of such right in a court of equity, it has always been

'' essential for the bill to show a present right of pos-

^^ session in the complaint as well as the title." And see,

particularly, pp. 25, 26, and also 27, where the learned

judge comments on the applicability of the "Seventh

" amendment."

And, lastly, this brings us to the point raised by coun-

sel as to whether Alaska is a State or legislative Court,

and whether the seventh amendm.ent does or does not

apply to Alaska.

It is only fair to counsel to suggest that much of their

"Constitutional" erudition would have been reserved,

and particularly such argument as appears in the brief

at the bottom of page 16, been saved, had attention been

directed to a late case in point. And it is doubtless no

less welcome to this Honorable Court to be saved fur-

ther discussion from us by a short reference to the

case of
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Rasmus>sen vs. United States, 197 U. S. 516,

which was decided by the Supreme Court of the United

States, on the loth day of last April. This is a case

where, in three able opinions, the point would seem to

be settled for all time, that the rieht to jury trial (and

that a common law jury) obtains in Alaska. Though

the question directly involved was the applicability of

the ^'6th amendment" to Alaska, the opinions specif-

ically mention and include the "7th amendment". Jus-

tice White, who writes the opinion of the Court, holds

that, though a contrary rule obtains in the Philippine

Islands, it is not so in Alaska, for the latter territory

was, both by the treaty with Russia and the various acts

of Congress, and the reiterated decisions of the United

States Supreme Court, incorporated into and became

an integral part of the United States, and that therefore

there is an "inherent application" to the District of

Alaska and to the inhabitants thereof of the guarantees,

"of the provisions of the 5th, 6th and 7th amendments."

In other words, in his opinion (which is the opinion of

the Court) "the United States constitution as to Alaska

was self-operative", and see, particularly, p. 527, where

the learned judge holds that the same rule applies to

the District of Columbia, in the following language:

" It is beyond doubt at the present day that the pro-

" visions of the constitution of the United States secur-

" ing the right of trial by jury, whether in civil or

" criminal cases, are applicable to the District of Co-

" lumbia;^
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The Court go on to say:

" And in Black vs. Jackson, \jj U. S. 349, speaking

" of a law of the Territory of Oklahoma, it was said:

'And it also fails to recognize the provisions of the

'Seventh Amendment securing the right of trial by

'jury, in all "suits at common law^', where the value

'in controversy exceeds $20.00. That amendment as

far as it secures the right of trial by jury applies to

'judicial proceedings in the territories of the United

'States (citing several cases) so that a Court of a ter-

"ritory, authorized as Oklahoma was to pass laws not

U i

U i(

a (I

a i.

" ^inconsistent with the constitution of the United States

"'(26 Stat, at L., 81-84, Chap. 182, Sec. 6) could not
U {

li i:

II (

a <

n I

proceed in a common law action as if it were a suit

in equity and determine by mandatory injunction,

rights for the protection or enforcement of which

there was a plain and adequate remedy at law, ac-

cording to the established distinction between law and
" 'equity'."

The Court was unanimous on the point involved.

Justice Harlan concurs, on the ground that the right

to a jury trial became ''complete immediately upon the

acquisition of Alaska by treaty and before any legisla-

tion upon the subject by Congress—indeed, without any

power in Congress to add to or impair or destroy that

right", and not on the ground that the Territory had

been previously incorporated into the United States by

the legislation of Congress.
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The decision is, however, unanimous that the provi-

sions of the Alaska Code are repugnant to the United

States Constitution and void, and the judgment was

reversed.

In closing, we would but make note of the fact that,

although under the Alaska Code (Carters C. C. P.,

Sec. i), there is but one form of action, and the distinc-

tion between actions at law and suits in equity are abol-

ished, that in reality the Code does make such provision

that, as is said in the Wisconsin case, supra, the ''inher-

ent" qualities and differences are observed. See the

following provisions:

Chap. 32, Carter's Code, Sec. 301,

in relation to recovering possession of real property by

one out of possession;

Chap. 46, Carter's Code, Sec. 475,

in relation to the quieting of title by one in possession.

Such sections, with the one on partition under dis-

cussion, do have their "inherent qualities and differ-

ences"; but taken together, they complete the scheme

for "the enforcement or protection of private rights or

the redress or prevention of private wrongs."

Any other construction put upon the simple and

plain words "in the possession of" than the one we con-

tend for must be in the very teeth of the statute itself.

We trust we have demonstrated that in dismissing

plaintiff's bill without prejudice, as the trial Judge did
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in this case, no such rights were denied as to predicate

therefrom reversible error, and that the judgment will

accordingly be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

Gordon Hall,

Attorney for Appellees.




